ESD NEWS

ESD congratulates its 2009-2010 graduates
ESD awarded 178 degrees in 2009-2010 (24 more than last year), including:
  10 doctoral degrees,
  32 Master of Engineering in Logistics degrees, and
  136 Master of Science degrees, including:
    24 SMs in Engineering Systems
    21 of these were LGO graduates who also received an MBA from the Sloan School
    66 SMs in Engineering & Management
    46 SMs in Technology & Policy

View the list of ESD graduates at: http://esd.mit.edu/Headline/esd060410.html

***

New website announces 2009-2010 Institute Awards throughout MIT, including ESD
View ESD awards page: http://studentlife.mit.edu/institute-awards/2009-2010-awards/esd

Please note that a correction has been requested for Graduate Women of Excellence item on this page (which, until corrected, only lists one ESD recipient). As mentioned in the May 14th ESD Digest, several ESD students were honored at the Graduate Women of Excellence ceremony, including Lynette Cheah (ESD PhD program), Rhonda Jordan (ESD PhD program), Sherrica Newsome (TPP), Danielle Wood (ESD PhD program), and Carrie Stalder (SDM program). For MIT News coverage of the ceremony, go to: http://web.mit.edu/newsoffice/2010/celebrating-graduate-women.html.

***

2010 ESD summer reading list
Prof. Joe Sussman’s ESD summer reading list selections are now available at:
http://esd.mit.edu/Headline/suggested_reading_10.html

***

News from the Lean Advancement Initiative (LAI)
LAI Student Recognized with MIT Teaching Award

LAI Student Team Selected for Design Playoffs
LAI Researcher Honored for Advisory Excellence

IN THE MEDIA

Thomas Kochan quoted in article on debate over Boston firefighters’ contract
“Firefighters make show of force at City Hall”
The Boston Globe – June 3, 2010

***

Seth Lloyd quoted in an article on quantum entanglement
“Spooky Eyes: Using Human Volunteers to Witness Quantum Entanglement”
Scientific American – June 3, 2010
https://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=human-eyes-entanglement

***

Nancy Leveson interviewed by KCBS radio (San Francisco) on the Gulf oil crisis
Part of live broadcast on June 1, 2010 - (audio clip not available)

***

Ernie Moniz and John Williams mentioned in news item about new Nuclear Energy Innovation Hub
“MIT partners in DOE-funded Nuclear Energy Innovation Hub”
MIT News – June 4, 2010

***

Anita K. Jones (ESD Visiting Committee member) elected a term member of the MIT Corporation
(This will be her second five-year term.)
“Corporation names new members: 8 term members, 3 life members appointed”
MIT News Office – June 4, 2010

EVENTS

ESD Faculty Lunches scheduled for:
Tuesday, June 15
Tuesday, July 13
Tuesday, August 17
Time: noon
Location: E40-298